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20 Most Promising Configuration Management Solution Providers 2017

W

ith projects becoming increasingly
complex and the companies looking
for high levels of agility, Configuration
Management (CM) has become more
significant than ever. In order to leverage
various benefits of the CM process, enterprises across industries
are moving toward automating them by integrating advanced
CM tools for project management. This integration is an easier
way of altering configurations, without compromising on
the core objectives of the project. The idempotent nature of
CM tools coupled with the CM databases embedded in them,
has simplified the process of both changing and tracking of
configuration items for impact analyses.
Today’s CM tools have driven competition with open
source and enterprise versions hitting the market. On the
other hand, with myriad prebuilt configurations and features,
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enterprises have taken CM to the new level. CM in cloud helps
in synthesizing product configurations, without compromising
on security. It keeps companies from incurring costs and IT
secure.
Companies are today looking for advanced CM tools that
would help them to build a framework for greater information
management with well-ordered systems in place, keep them up
to date. In order to assist them in the process, a distinguished
panel, comprising of CEOs, CIOs, analysts, and the CIOReview
editorial board, has reviewed companies with a proven record
of expertise in helping enterprises with high-end CM solutions.
The panel has weighed the ease of use, cost of deployment, and
the ability to scale with next generation technology, above all
else, while choosing the finalists.
We present to you the 20 Most Promising Configuration
Management Solution Providers 2017.
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Providing full-fledged IT consulting
services to help federal agencies reap the
full benefits of effective project and risk
management and compliance
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An annual listing of 20 companies that are at the forefront of providing
Configuration Management solutions and impacting the marketplace
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PM America
Next-Level Configuration Management

T

he configuration management
landscape has seen a multitude
of changes over the last two
decades, particularly due to
the constant technological advancements
swarming through every corner of the
industry. With the increasingly changing
IT requirements and security standards,
following relevant procedures is crucial
for any company to manage their IT
solutions. Presenting a unique solution
in today’s market, PM America provides
a full breadth of IT consulting services.
“Our goal is to create a better and secure
environment for our customers, which
eliminates the threat of irregularities in
their documentation and processes while
optimizing their data infrastructure,” says
Arjuna Rajaguru, CEO, PM America.

We first understand
the situation and then
accordingly coordinate
with our customers
to help them improve
the configuration
management processes
for their particular
environment
The MD-based company caters to a
multitude of federal agencies, bridging
the gap between the CMMI Configuration
Management Process Area and their IT
Security & Penetration Testing Projects.
With a team of highly experienced and
accredited SMEs, PM America utilizes the

best industry practices to deliver unique
IT security, project management, and
training services. “Tools will never get
the job done alone,” notes Rajaguru, as he
emphasizes on the importance of knowing
how to combine the processes and tools
to effectively manage the development,
maintenance, and build processes for a
software/application, system, and project.
PM
America’s
Configuration
Management System is built on
four
components:
Configuration
Identification, Configuration Control,
Configuration Status Accounting, and
Configuration verification and audit.
By following that process, PM America
maintains a hands-on approach with their
clients. “We first understand the situation
and then accordingly coordinate with
our customers to help them improve the
configuration management processes for
their particular environment,” points out
the CEO.
Moreover, to reduce risks and
achieve security compliance for their
agencies, PM America documents
each system’s security posture in its
System Security Plan (SSP) in terms of
security objectives and impact levels. In
accordance with the security controls
outlined in NIST SP 800-53, PM
America gathers information pertaining
to security configuration, vulnerabilities,
system deficiencies, and system security
documents to help build robust, clear,
and concise security policies.
Three years ago, a major US bank,
which maintains and manages the
Lockbox for one of PM America’s federal
customers and hosts one of the financial
systems at their facility, was failing to
meet the Federal, FISMA, and OMB
requirements to successfully maintain and
manage their financial system. Having

Arjuna Rajaguru
turned to PM America for a solution,
they managed to solve their quandary.
After analyzing and reviewing the issues
present in the bank’s system, PM America
developed a unique configuration
management process for the Federal
system that they hosted. In addition, they
performed Security Control Assessment
(SCA) to document the customer’s
weaknesses, assisted in developing plans
of action and milestones (POA&Ms), as
well as provided the necessary training
for their staff, adding value to almost
every part of their business.
“We help our customers not only
by meeting their requirements, but also
by providing them the guidance and
recommendations to improve and update
their processes, tools, and systems to meet
the industry standards,” says Rajaguru.
With pending CMMI Level-3 appraisals for
services (CMMI-SVC3) and development
(CMMI-DEV3), as well as the globally
renowned ISO 9001, ISO 20000, and
ISO 27001 standard certifications, PM
America forges into the future by further
harvesting the latest technological trends
to stay ahead of the competition curve.
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